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One of the most common animation tasks is creating 
reusable animation cycles. 
 
With the workflow shown in this class, this process will be 
easy, fast, and most importantly, accurate. 
 
The main goal is to instill a step-by-step process in your 
animating. 

Class summary 



At the end of this class, you will be able to: 
 Explain what a cycle is and how cycles are used. 
 Determine the frame count of your cycle and time it accurately 
 Pose your character in a cycle so that it loops correctly 
 Check your cycles to make sure they work ad infinitum 

 

Key learning objectives 



What are cycles and how are 
they used? 



 World Space 
 Character progresses through space 
 Their World Space movers have Z translation 
 Used primarily in non-realtime media 

 Treadmill 
 Character cycles in place 
 Z progression is achieved by moving a master controller 
 Used primarily in realtime media 

Identifying Types and Uses of Cycles 



To loop your animation through a scene: 
 World Space 
 Motion is baked, keys are copied and pasted manually or by 

using a script. 
  Treadmill 
 The master controller is animated around, while the motion within 

the rig loops using one of the methods above.  
 BOTH 
 Infinity or Out of Range curve types let you preview looped 

motion 

Looping Cycles 



 Use reference heavily 
 Different animals have vastly different flying cycles 
 In general, wings down = body up 
 Offsetting this effect determines the weight 

Flying Cycles 



 Most Flying Cycles are treadmill 
 Extra level of control with Treadmill 
 Animating transitions can be tricky 

World Space or Treadmill with Flying 



Timing Cycles 



 Unlike one-off animation, cycles are extremely pose-
sensitive, so timing needs to be certain or editing is 
difficult/destructive 
 Helper Objects are very useful for timing a cycle 

quickly. 

Timing Cycles 



 You lose a frame because the first frame is the same 
as the last frame. 
 12 frame cycle is actually 1-13 e.g. 

 Any easy way to avoid mistakes is to count it out. 
 1,2,3,4,5, key, etc. 

 

Frame Length 



 A common mistake is to not have any frames with the 
feet down together 
 Feet should have at least 1 frame down together 
 2 frames is recommended for a comfortable walk 
 3-4 frames or more for a slow walk 

 

One Frame Down 



 All of your impacts should have fast-ins 
 Break your tangents to make this impact hard 

 Also consider the camera will not necessarily capture 
the impact moment, so be loose with posing to get the 
timing right. 
 Changing timing gives you interesting effects. 
 Uneven timing within the cycle for a zombie walk, e.g. 

Timing Cont’d 



 Pose on frame 1 with the legs spread as far as they will 
ever be. 
 Make sure it looks comfortable (adjust height of hips if 

need be). 
 You will be constantly copying this pose to the last 

frame as you work. 

Posing 



 Stride length is the distance that your world controls 
move in one cycle 
 This is found easily by doubling the distance between 

the feet on frame 1 
 Write down the Stride Length because you will use it 

often  
 With a world space cycle, all world space controllers 

move the exact same distance in a cycle.  

Stride Length 



 A very quick way to add movement in layers to a cycle 
 Consider the ENTIRE movement 
 Add the movement to your frame range 
 Then offset the movement to fit the animation 
 Works especially well for flying cycles, but just as good 

for spine overlap, head movement, arms etc. 

Pose and Offset 



 Large gestures will stick out 
 If you must have a large gesture, consider a longer 

cycle 
 Blend cycles together for unique moments. 

Uniqueness VS Loopability 



 You cycle should look the same on frame 1000 as it 
does on frame 1 
 Check your cycles for their looping quality, and if they 

are wrong and your stride length is correct, there may 
be a problem with the rig 
 Treadmill cycles can be checked by putting a stride on 

the master controller 
 If the feet slide, correct it with a locator and snapping the foot 

 

Check your Cycles 



 Making a Flying Cycle a Treadmill cycles allows us to 
attach to a path easily 
 The extra level of control gives us flexibility 
 Remember the amount of offset in the body and wings 

is what dictates the weight of the flying cycle 

Paths and Flying Cycles 



 Remember workflow! 

Most Importantly  
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